QSR Success Story

Simplify Inventory Control,
Forecasting Process and Printing
Costs.

Challenge
Point of Purchase (POP) print management for
over 7,200 restaurant locations, each with
diverse store needs and requirements.
Excess inventory and print material waste.

Goal
Develop a solution to lower costs,
reduce waste and increase print
order accuracy.

Inventory inaccuracies and high printing costs.

Archway Solution
Managed profiles to ensure each restaurant only received the marketing materials
they needed.
Created improved forecasting and budgeting of their POP Expenses.
Developed efficiencies for streamlined freight service management and fulfillment.
Automated an annual ordering and fulfillment program with roadmap and invoice
visibility transparency.

Results
Reduced print costs by $10 million a year.
Improved marketing execution, reduced in-store labor by 30%.
Managed freight services resulted in more than $1 million in annual savings.
In-store customer experience was elevated with consistent branding.
Efficiencies were improved and waste reduced with single-box fullfillment.

QSR Success Story

Value-Added Services
Few QSR restaurants are the same. Size and store designs vary, often
presenting significant print ordering and display placement difficulties.
To solve this issue, we leveraged detailed store profiles, integrating the
unique attributes of each restaurant to determine print needs. Additionally, we created enhanced planograms with multiple instructions to
increase display placement accuracy and consistent branding across
diverse locations.

$10M
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Amount annual print
costs were reduced

Number of fulfillment
boxes delivered to
each store.

$1M
Saved using Archway
managed freight
services

30%
Percentage of labor
reduced using
Archway efficiencies

Comprehensive Solutions
Quick Service Restaurants are fast-paced, competitive and ever
evolving. Working in complete alignment with our client’s
strategy and goals, our team built a comprehensive solution
customized for their print management needs. By implementing
in-depth industry knowledge, innovative processes and new
efficiencies, we effectively reduced print waste and costs while
improving in-store brand consistency across diverse markets.
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